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ABSTRACT

An anomaly free 0(5) x U( l ) theory of eleetroveak interact ions i s

described which provides a unif ied description of electroweak phenomena for

tvo fami l ies of standard leptons and quark3. No 'new" non-sequential type

feralona of the standard model are introduced aa has been the case for a l l

past s tudies based, on t h i s group. The present scheme requires i n e Introduction

ttf two further charged and three more neutral gauge f i e l d s over and above the

W*, Z and photon f ields, of SU(2) x l i ( l ) giving r i s e t o new neutral and

charged currents . In t h i s note ve out l ine our reasons for proposing the

present electroveak scheme, give the basic structure of the model, discuss the

symmetry breaking pattern which ensures that SU(2)^ x U ( l ) i s the law

energy symmetry, point out the nev interact ions present in the extended

framework and obtain l i m i t s on the masses of a l l the gauge f i e l d s .
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The most economical spontaneously broken unified gauge theory of the

strong and electroveak interactions being based as it is on the group

SU(5)» predicts what has come to be known as a desert region extending over

thirteen orders of magnitude in energy where no new physics is to be expected.

A prediction of thi3 nature is to be expected if a minimal grand unified theory

is constructed by straightforwardly interpreting the successes of the

SU(2) » U(l) scheme as an indication of gauge unification of all forces

employing spontaneous symmetry bre: • m g via the Higgs-Kibble mechanism. It

p
seems more reasonable, however, to try to extend the SU(2) * U(l) theory

so as to understand what new features are possible in a spontaneously broken

gauge theory when an extrapolation of around two to three orders of magnitude

in. energy is made. This leads one to investigate extended theories of

electroweak phenomena and it is clear from past studies along this line that

one can expect several new features to arise which are not present in the

SU(2) * U(l) theory and are also not indicated by the simplest grand unified

theory of Georgi and Glashow. In any case, recent work in the field of grand

unification does seem to suggest that the desert region predicted by SU(5)

may not infact be 30 devoid of physics - several nev interactions may be

expected to make an appearance as one goes up in energy. Indeed, the earliest

grand unified theory of Pati and Salam' incorporating ideas of lepton-quark

unification also suggests the appearance of new interactions with increasing

energies. In view of all the above, the Salsm-Weinbej-g scheme may reasonably

tie expected to require enlargement. The auccess of their theory in explaining

electroweak: phenomena simply indicating that at present energies all extended

electroveak models (EH() must reproduce the results of SU(2)L * U(l).
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Another reason for studying EEM's .lerives from the very exciting

possibility that large arcounts of fresh experimental data is expected in the

very near future to shed light on electroweak phenomena at an energy range so

far inaccessible to experimentalists. The new experimental facilities are at

long last expected to produce the intermediate vector bosons W* and Z of

the standard theory and will allow a detailed experimental study of the exact

nature of the interactions mediated by these (and their possible heavier

partners required by EEM'a) bosons. In short, one may expect the discovery

of new phenomena at the increased energies and it is tempting to see what kind

of such phenomena are required by EEM's.

Yet another motivation for considering such models comes from the

ideas of Pati and Salam who constructed a grand unified model Incorporating

lepton number as the fourth colour. In their scheme two families of standard

fermions are placed in a single representation of the grand unified group. It

is interesting to see whether an electroweak model providing a unified

description of two families can be constructed and if so to see what kind of

new interactions it predicts which are not present in the standard electroweak

theory.

Of course, any extension of the Salam-Weinherg theory first necessitates

a suitable choice for the extended group, which must also allow us to

introduce quarks into the extended structure. If one wishes to incorporate

the quarks in an analogous manner to the leptons, the gauge group is

restricted to oe of the form G * U(l). Furthermore, in a purely electroweak

theory where colour is not gauged, only fractionally charged quarks can be

incorporated. Another restriction on any extended electroveak scheme is that

at low energies the extended theory must reproduce the predictions of the
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standard SU(2) * U( l ) theory which are in exce l len t agreement with a l l

experimental data at present .

In the present note ve shal l consider an 0(5) " U(l) extended

electroweak model (EEM} which s a t i s f i e s a l l the above c r i t e r i a . All l e f t -

handed fermions shall be assigned to the four-dimensional spinorial

representation of 0(5) > while a l l right handed femions v i l l be required

t o be s ing le t s under 0(5)- In a sense , the model we construct i s intermediate

between the 0(U) x U(l) model of Matsufci and Okada3 and the SU(*O * U(l)

model of Deahpande, Hwa and Mannheim and di f fers from ear l i er models of

Ovrut and Munczek based on the same group in that no new fermions are

introduced in the present model. We sha l l break the 0(5) * U(l) theory

down t o the standard SU(2) * U(l) model of Salam and Weinberg so that

seven of the new vector bosons introduced in the extension SU(2)-> 0(5)

acquire large masses of OdOfMj. It i s one of these heavy vector bosona

which allows the rare taon decay Kr"* u e which allows us t o determine the

symmetry breaking scale of the primary descent. Gauging the group

0(5) >• U(l ) requires the introduction of ten guise f i e lds for the 0(5)

part and a s ingle gauge boson for the Ufl) part. As the observed leptons

and quarks are to be assigned to the four-dimensional spinor representation

of 0 ( 5 ) , i t w i l l be useful to construct the corresponding h x h matrix

representation for the 0(5) generators. This i s carried out by using a set

of f ive ant i commit ing hermitian matrices r - sat i s fy ing

while the 1^ are constructed out of two Independent ^ets or Pauli natric^

a, T as follows:

(fl = n * n identity matrix).
n

There are just two diagonal generators, G1£, and G^. Taking the lepton aad

multiplets to be

and

fixes the charge operator Q to be

q - G U 5 + 1/2 GB

with G being the U(l) generator, the eigenvalue of which for any given
B

multiplet will be denoted by Y. In an obvious notation we have

,1 I- 3V i v i
\ ' "* , Y«. - - 1 - , »«- - 3 , 'ft - 3 ' '«• ~ 3

exactly as in the SU(2) xU(l) scheme. In the quark multiplet given above,

we have employed the Cabibbo rotated quarks

The generators of 0(5) are then given by

which we shall Introduce in the present work in the conventional manner

through mixings in the quark mass matrix.

A convenient basis for the generators and the corresponding charge

eigenstates of the gauge fields is given by



where the refer to the ten gauge fields of 0(5). The neutral fields

are labelledcorresponding to the generators

belonging to the U(l) part ia denoted by B .

In order to carry out the first stage of symmetry breaking down to

SU(S) * U(l), we introduce two Higgs scalar multiplets, a, n which

transform as vectors under 0(5). Minimisation of the potential allows us to

take the following vacuum expectation values: «f±> = i/,Sii and

<n > = * 1 2*2*
 w!l*-cn 6ive large masses to the two neutral vector bosons

C and D and also the charged vector bosons U* and vfi while leaving

us with the standard SU(2) * U(l) invariance generated by G ., G ^ and

. It is the D gauge field vhich gives rise to the decay which

we shall use below to get a lower limit on the scale of the symmetry breaking

due to the vector Higgs. The primary breaking generates the following mass

terms for the gauge fields:

Ilotice that C is the most aassive boson and that the D boson i s
W u

degenerate with \J± while E is degenerate with \ r ; The values of these

masses will he discussed below.

For this first stage of symetry breaking, it will he shown

elsewhere that the above scheme satisfies the criterion for minimizing the

most general - at most quartic, hence renormaliaable - 0(5) x 0(1) invariant

potential for the Higgs fields. The gauge fields corresponding to the

SU(2) *U(l) symmetry we are left with are tW1, F , B ). These gauge fields

are still massless and will only acquire mass from the secondary stage of

symmetry breaking which is carried out by introducing two spinorial Higgs

fields x^ > A °* !»2i transforming under the four-dimensioaal apinor

representation of 0(5) with hypercharge Y = +1.

The Yukawa terms for the quarks and leptons pose no problems and a

suitable choice of these can be constructed to yield the desired Cabihbo

mixing.

The final descent to U.{l) through the spinorial Higgs yields the

desired mixing between the gauge fields B and F which allows us to define

the mass eigenstate fields as:

A ^

and introduces the electroweak angle 8.. = tan" (g'/g). These gauge fields

along with the W*' are the lightest gauge fields of our theory with the

BSassless A being identified with the photon and generate the standard

theory as will be clear when we write out the fermion-gauge field interaction

a little later. The final breaking also gives the Btandard mass relation

between the Z and W* gauge boBon masses M* » H coa6u. We are now able

to w.-ite out the fermion-gauge field interaction part of the Lagragian:
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vhere

and ve have used the notation <O-
I t is clear from the above that we must identify ."5 • T.. with e,

2 + g "

the electric charge and 2jUF with =• In order to reproduce

f* an.2
the SU(2)*U(l)

theory. Purthermore, the interactions mediated by A V~, and Z are

clearly those of the standard theory. However, at higher energies, we see

that among the many new interactiona that axe possible we have that

-T-

KL—* ye through the direct exchange of a neutral D boson. The

amplitude for this process is easily seen to be

where F is the Itaon decay constant and I • u T (i-y^ • Now the

amplitude for K v decay mediated by W Is known to be

where G_ -. This allows us to write

Experimentally % we have the upper limit that

while for the Cabibbo angle, ve have |aine | » 0.059- Further noting that

and

implies
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Hence, putting in all the values, we find

We can also obtain a constraint on the tsaas difference of the vector

bosons contributing to the KT and K_ self energies, namely, D and E .

Using the interaction terms obtained after the d and 3 quarks are rotated

through the Cabibbo angle 9 , we find that

m. -

where, experimentally, cosS^ * 0.9T implies that eosi28(; -*• 0.8.

This gives

K
l f 0-8 ±2sT - * £ *

However, experimentally we have that

This therefore yields the result that

to
-IS

for the (mass) difference between the D and E vector bosons. These

two results above lead us to conclude that either the masses of the D and E

bosons are almost equal and greater than 300 M^, or that they are both

extremely maaBive at MO^I^. These two results are sufficient to give limits

on the masses of the gauge fields after the first stage of symmetry breaking.

He have, assuming that MQ - H^ > 300 H^,

K c > 600 My, M u > 300 MJJ and M > 300 K^.

-9-

We can also obtain other limits on the scale of the primary symetiy breaking

through a study of separate lepton number violating interactions such aa

leadinK to u~ —* e" + v + v decay. This gives us a mays limit throughwe

ro-

or.

Clearly this is a much less stringent limit than that obtained through

FL—> ue decay. It should be pointed out, of course, that we do not have

total lepton number violating interactions in the model.

A more complete presentation of the model and analysis of other

interactions (such as u —• ev or e~e e~) that can arise in this scheme

together with their implications will he presented elsewhere.
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